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ABSTRACT We describe opportunities and challenges in RNA structural modeling and design, as recently discussed during
the second Telluride Science Research Center workshop organized in June 2016. Topics include fundamental processes of
RNA, such as structural assemblies (hierarchical folding, multiple conformational states and their clustering), RNA motifs,
and chemical reactivity of RNA, as used for structural prediction and functional inference. We also highlight the software and
database issues associated with RNA structures, such as the multiple approaches for motif annotation, the need for frequent
database updating, and the importance of quality control of RNA structures. We discuss various modeling approaches for structure prediction, mechanistic analysis of RNA reactions, and RNA design, and the complementary roles that both atomistic and
coarse-grained approaches play in such simulations. Collectively, as scientists from varied disciplines become familiar and
drawn into these unique challenges, new approaches and collaborative efforts will undoubtedly be catalyzed.
A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity; an
optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.
— Winston S. Churchill

Only decades ago considered a neglected cousin, RNA has
become a superstar in its own right. Indeed, from this molecule’s remarkable ability to facilitate genome editing and
chemical catalysis to its tantalizing repertoire of structural
and functional motifs, it is no wonder that RNA research
now attracts many scientists from varied disciplines. Not
only have such RNA studies enhanced our understanding
of fundamental biological processes; they have also directly
impacted medicine, biotechnology, and genome engineering.
Yet as technologies for RNA structure determination and
analysis advance, practical issues and deep basic-science
questions have emerged. Efforts to confront challenges in
RNA structure analysis, prediction, and design have resulted
in many innovative interdisciplinary approaches to analyze,
classify, predict, simulate, and design RNA molecules.
While many successes have been reported, progress in the
field has been hampered by limited experimental resolution
and an incomplete understanding of RNA tertiary structure,
especially for large RNAs. The difficult problem of under-
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standing and predicting RNA tertiary structure from its primary as well as secondary structure remains unsolved in
general.
In a unique collaborative atmosphere inspired by the Telluride Science Research Center, a small group of RNA practitioners from the mathematical/physical to the biological
sciences gathered in an informal workshop titled ‘‘Challenges
in RNA Structural Modeling and Design’’ (https://www.
telluridescience.org/meetings/workshop-details?wid¼553)
organized by us to share recent studies, discuss field advances, debate ongoing challenges, and present innovative
solutions to major unsolved problems. From these broadminded scientists working on both the genomic and molecular levels, using a novel array of experimental, mathematical,
statistical, and computational methods to investigate RNA,
several interesting challenges and issues emerged.
In this perspective, we highlight those challenges from
the workshop presentations and informal discussions, representative of many ongoing efforts in the field. Interesting issues discussed at the first meeting held in June 2014 were
reported in Pyle and Schlick (1), along with a collection
of RNA articles by workshop participants and other RNA
researchers.
In particular, we highlight important issues in structural
assemblies that emerge as we grow to appreciate the greater
flexibility and functional versatility of RNAs, concerning
the order of folding of various elements in the RNAs and
the clustering of RNA secondary-structure substates. We
discuss the importance and difficulty of annotating RNA
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motifs, both in biological and practical terms (database conformity, database updating, etc.). Related issues in structural accuracy and quality control also emerge, especially
in light of the increasing large RNA structures arising
from cryo-electron microscopy. Biochemical mapping is
also discussed in important contexts such as structure prediction and functional inference; however, incorporating
chemical reactivity data requires a better appreciation of
the dependency of these measurements on the cellular environment and on the multiple conformational states, related
to the structural assemblies theme above. We also highlight
the need to develop both atomic level models for simulations as well as coarse-grained models for RNA simulation,
structure prediction, and RNA design. The former approach
is necessary for incorporating details such as ion binding
and for understanding detailed dynamics and chemical
reactivity of RNAs, but the latter can accelerate conformational sampling and suggest modular motifs for RNA
design. Finally, we discuss challenges in predicting structures of large RNAs and the working protocols that have
been developed, containing both experimental and computational components.

Structural assemblies
Is RNA folding truly hierarchical?

One of the tenets of RNA folding has been the hierarchical
nature of RNA tertiary structural assembly, and the concept
that structural organization occurs in discrete states or transitions (2,3). These states involve organization of secondary
(2D) structure, or basepairing arrangements, followed by
cooperative transitions to the three-dimensional (3D) structure. This paradigm has been important for computational approaches, because many predictions start with the 2D
structure and predict the 3D structure consistent with those
interactions.
Recent work in the field, such as the structure/function
experiments by in Sarah Woodson’s lab (4), suggests more
intricate folding patterns. While scaffolds presented by 2D
structural elements of stems and helix junctions appear to
facilitate and guide tertiary structure assembly (4), many
functional experiments involving activity assessment and
native electrophoresis measurements on mutant ribozymes
show that these sequence variants exhibit multiple structures
rather than a dominant fold when the tertiary structure is
compromised (5). Single-molecule FRET experiments
show that these structural assemblies also exhibit frequent
fluctuations into transient populations that depend on the
concentration of magnesium ions in the solution. Furthermore, the active sites form last in the tertiary folding process. Proteins are observed to guide and link successive
stages of RNA folding (6), and various conformational
switches, whether internal or external (ions, proteins), help
dictate the overall folding pathways.
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Thus, secondary and tertiary structural folding appear to
be more closely linked, and the hierarchical folding concept
may be more fluid than originally conceived. Whether these
observations for ribozymes apply more generally remains to
be seen, but caution is warranted in applying the hierarchical
folding paradigm of RNA to computational prediction.
Clustering challenges emerge for secondary-structure
substates

Secondary-structure prediction approaches have been used
extensively as a first step in assessing RNA structure
from sequence. Basepairing arrangements are deduced by
seeking a minimum free energy using nearest-neighbor rules
and dynamic programming algorithms (7,8). However,
2D structure prediction algorithms often produce a large
ensemble of candidates, and the minimum free energy state
is not necessarily the biologically relevant state. This occurs
due to imperfections in the empirical functions used for 2Dstructure predictions, the fact that some sequences fold into
more than structure, and other biological factors not considered in the calculations. Thus, it is important to examine
alternative low-energy states.
Because quantifying these alternative states based on
energy ranking alone may not be sufficient, it is necessary
to develop qualitative measures to assess the 2D-structure
candidates produced. Clustering methods are often used
for this purpose, but purely mathematical clustering
approaches may only separate the candidates by relative energy rankings. Work from the lab of Christine Heitsch (9)
has produced profiling approaches that cluster the candidates by coarser arrangements of the helices and loops to
discern similar and dissimilar motifs, and in helical branching patterns of variable lengths and basepair identities.
Further automated efforts for improving the underlying energy functions and our analyses of the resulting predictions
are needed for large RNAs, where the number of low energy
states increases exponentially and cannot be examined by
simple visual inspection.
RNA motifs, databases, and structure quality
Extracting and analyzing RNA motifs, automating RNA
structure annotation, and updating RNA structural databases
define open challenges

One of the recurring issues discussed throughout the
meeting involves interpreting and reconciling RNA structural information and annotations produced by different
RNA analysis and bioinformatics tools.
For example, it is well known that various 2D structure
prediction algorithms often yield different (and multiple) answers, especially for large RNAs. But even simpler tasks such
as annotating the 2D structure of RNAs from solved 3D structures (as described in a Protein Data Bank (PDB) file) can be
difficult. For example, pseudoknots that are well established
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in the solved 3D structure are often removed from the 2D
structural output, and thus not always identified. Another
issue is that when an RNA is divided into different chains,
the sequence files often present the RNA as a single file,
even though the chains may not be basepaired. This representation requires visualization of the RNA to determine
whether the chains are paired, and then dividing the file
accordingly before determining the 2D structure.
Thus, practitioners often opt to develop their own analytical programs to remedy issues they have encountered. As a
whole, we are benefiting from improved and more analytical
tools for viewing, annotating, and manipulating RNA molecules, but are also burdened with reconciling results from
the various approaches.
Some of these issues were highlighted in talks by XiangJun Lu and Blake Sweeney.
Lu et al. (10) presented the program Dissecting the Spatial
Structure of RNA (DSSR) (http://x3dna.org) that aims to
automate the analysis and annotation of nucleic acids and
their complexes including RNA, RNA/RNA, RNA/DNA,
and DNA quadruplex complexes. This modern software package has its roots in 3DNA originally developed for DNA. A
modern programming design now makes it robust and efficient, with a large forum for user comments and requests.
DSSR identifies a range of canonical and noncanonical
basepairs, including those with modified nucleotides, in
various tautomeric or protonation states. It detects and classifies higher-order coplanar base associations, stacked pairs,
RNA stems, various loop types (hairpin, bulge, internal, and
junction loops), and various query motifs (like k-turns and
reverse k-turns). Pseudoknots are handled in a special way
with the introduction of junction loops and thus are not
removed from the 2D structure. DSSR’s integration with
widely used molecular visualization programs (Jmol, www.
jmol.org; and Pmol, www.pmol.org) also make it easy to use.
Sweeney from the Zirbel/Leontis labs presented the latest
enhancements in extensive annotation efforts for RNAs (11),
including interactions of basepairs, base stacking, and basebackbone; lists of nonredundant RNA-containing 3D structures; and the RNA 3D Motif Atlas (http://rna.bgsu.edu/
rna3dhub/motifs). A recent focus is annotating RNA 3D
structures in the mmCIF format and forming nonredundant
lists by chain rather than by entire 3D structure files. This
change adds 5S rRNA and tRNAs to the nonredundant lists.
These lists along with the structural annotations are made
available through the NDB site (http://ndbserver.rutgers.
edu/).
A program for searching these motifs called JAR3D (pronounced ‘‘Jared’’) has also been developed (11) (http://rna.
bgsu.edu/jar3d/). JAR3D aims to find possible 3D geometries for hairpin and internal loops by matching loop sequences to motif groups from the RNA 3D Motif Atlas,
when available. Otherwise, probabilistic scoring and other
distance criteria are used for novel sequences. The scoring
reflects the ability of the sequences to form the same pattern

of interactions observed in 3D structures of the motif. The
JAR3D web-server accepts one or more sequences of a single or multiple loops as input, and the output contains the 10
best-matching motif groups.
Ongoing efforts also focus on classification of RNA/
protein interactions, including pseudo-pairs and RNA base/
aromatic amino acid stacking, and possible extensions to
simulating the dynamics of RNAs or docking ligands into
solved RNAs.
As larger RNAs become targets of interest for experimentation and modelers, it is clear that such motif annotation
programs will be valuable resources for the community. Annotations of pairwise interactions produced by different programs tend to be most consistent for high-quality structures.
However, annotations from different resources that are not
always in consonance with one another may nonetheless
help advance the field.
Kink turns emerge as fundamental motifs in sculpting RNA,
with exciting potential application to RNA design

Because it is conceivable that an RNA tertiary structure could
be defined in terms of its constituent sequence/structure
motifs, there have been many efforts to enumerate RNA’s
structural repertoire, as discussed above and also below, in
the context of graph representations (i.e., simplified graph
representations of RNA secondary structures that provide
good candidate predictions of global RNA scaffold and present RNA design targets that require automatic generation
of atomic models). One outstanding example of such a
sequence/motif signature has been the kink-turn (k-turn)
motif, which has been thoroughly studied and applied by David Lilley’s lab. K-turns are a widely distributed motif in large
RNA/protein assemblies like the ribosome and in other RNAs
like riboswitches, snoRNAs, and more (12,13). They direct
and sculpt the trajectory of helical segments within the
RNA by forming unusually large angles of ~50 between
the two axes of the helical arms that are stabilized by two
cross-strand A-minor interactions. Thus, the sequence signature of a standard k-turn involves a duplex RNA with a short
bulge followed by G-A and A-G basepairs. The associated Aminor motifs involve nearby residues.
To understand these sequence requirements and the versatility of k-turns, Huang et al. (13) recently probed both the
foldability and the nature of the final folded structure of
the resulting k-turn as a function of sequence for variant residues in neighboring conformations by FRET experiments.
Interestingly, they find that k-turns do not always form
because of a delicate water/ion network that depends on
the sequence. Subclasses of k-turns can also be identified.
These complexities in the folding states of RNAs, and their
pathways, highlight general issues that complicate our ability
to predict and understand tertiary structure formation in
RNA. As discussed above in the subsection ‘‘Is RNA Folding
Truly Hierarchical?’’, the order of structure formation is also
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unclear, because critical ion, water, protein, and ligand interactions affect the foldability and function of RNAs. Further
research that will carefully examine the folding trajectories
of RNAs as a function of sequence and environment will be
needed to dissect these difficult issues.
The complexity and versatility of RNA motifs also presents a natural opportunity for design of nano-objects (14)
and therapeutic agents. This was also illustrated by Lilley,
who showed recent work that exploits the k-turn motif to
assemble nanostructures with 2–8 k-turns assemblies,
some of which have been successfully crystallized (see
Fig. 1) (15). These designs present inherent symmetries
and binding pockets that could be imagined to bind ligands.
Their design success suggests that k-turns could be used
naturally as building blocks for RNA nanotechnology with
potentially exciting applications.
As our understanding of RNA’s structural repertoire
increases, a combination of k-turns and other motifs will undoubtedly lead to exciting and novel structures and functions of RNA assemblies.
RNA structure quality

Quality control of the deposited files for resulting RNA
structures remains an issue for RNAs (16,17) and will likely
increase as more large RNA structures are solved by cryoelectron microscopy (18). In many RNAs, there are inconsistencies and errors in specific regions such as the RNA
backbone and the sugar pucker geometries. Such errors
can complicate mechanistic interpretations of biological
reactions and functions, as well as lead to problems in
modeling based on those structures. Fortunately, the community is becoming more aware of these possible errors,
and practitioners are using manual and automatic refinement

FIGURE 1 The structure of a quasi-cyclic duplex RNA molecule with six
k-turn motifs (15). To see this figure in color, go online.
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procedures to correct them. For example, experimental validation utilities, such as real-space refinement statistics available for x-ray structures through the PDB or the program
PHENIX (19), help address some of these issues.
Furthermore, because all these tools rely on structural resources, it is also important to have available updated databases like Rfam (rfam.xfam.org) and nonredundant RNA
structure/motif datasets.

Chemical reactivity data for structure prediction
and structural inference
Improved treatments are needed for utility of chemical
probing data, to address reactivity of the states and protein
binding

Because the diverse roles of RNA molecules are determined
by their functional structures, many experimental and
computational strategies have been developed to improve
our ability to determine RNA structures. Chemical probing
and cross-linking methods provide important foundations
for structural interpretations because they report the structural state of each nucleotide as a function of cellular parameters like the ion concentration and temperature. Examples
include hydroxyl radical footprinting, selective 20 -OH acylation by primer extension (SHAPE) chemical probing for
RNA backbone flexibility (20,21), and dimethylsulfate
probing for hydrogen bonding (22). Yet computational
frameworks are needed to fine-tune the interpretation of
biochemical data (8). Moreover, how such data are best
utilized in combination with structure prediction algorithms for 2D structure detection (8) remains an open problem. While advances in experimental, computational, and
comparative analysis strategies have succeeded for many
small RNAs, handling large RNAs remains a challenge. In
particular, it is unclear how to fully incorporate the features
of RNA structure that govern chemical reactivity and how to
address the multiple conformational states.
Recent work from the David Mathews lab (8) suggests that
computational efforts employing SHAPE measurements can
be extended by considering that the biochemical probes measure an average of all conformations at equilibrium. Therefore, a new method based on stochastic sampling, which
models Boltzmann ensembles of populations in a way that
matches the chemical reactivity data, improves predictions
overall for RNAs that sample multiple conformations. Importantly, such additional considerations can be incorporated
with similar computational complexity as the original
SHAPE-data-utilizing algorithms. Further challenges remain
regarding the interpretation of SHAPE data when the RNA is
bound to proteins, because the proteins can either protect the
RNA or amplify the reactivity of the nearby residues.
Work from the lab of Kevin Weeks (21) illustrated how
SHAPE data can be integrated with massively parallel
sequencing using the approach of mutational profiling
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such that the very high throughput data are as accurate as
those obtained with older quantitative but more laborious
methods. The ability of SHAPE to measure the effects of
the cellular environment was also highlighted. For free
RNA, using SHAPE in conformational predictions appears
to consistently lead to more accurate structural models. Remaining frontier challenges include modeling RNAs that
interact extensively with proteins, and those that sample
states that are more poorly defined than the highly structured
conformations revealed from crystallography.
Incorporating chemical mapping contacts improves
predictions of RNA tertiary structure using fragmentassembly knowledge-based techniques

The fragment assembly approach, based on empirical potentials derived from available experimental structures, has
proven successful for predicting tertiary structures of proteins from sequence using the Rosetta program (23). Significantly, in recent studies even side chains can be predicted in
atomic resolution. As evident from the superb performance
in the RNA-Puzzles initiative (24), Rosetta’s adaptation for
RNA by Rhiju Das and coworkers has benefited from the inclusion of chemical mapping information tailored for RNA.
Specifically, Tian and Das (25) has shown that tertiary
structure predictions are far more successful and can
approach atomic resolution when constraints are incorporated from classic phylogenetic analyses that can assess
compensatory mutations (24). Namely, specific tertiary motifs (e.g., kissing loops) that sculpt the 3D folds can be better
predicted, and features that are not often apparent from conventional chemical mapping data can emerge, particularly
using newly established techniques for multidimensional
chemical mapping (25). Such methods interrogate the environment of each nucleotide of the RNA in response to modifications for all other residues. This information, when
properly incorporated into prediction models, can sense
compensatory mechanisms when the local chemical environment is perturbed. Such extended chemical maps can also
more readily treat multiple conformations and assess the effects of proteins or other ligands on the RNA conformations.
Because the computational complexity of these nucleotide/nucleotide contacts increases quadratically with the
sequence size, the methods are not generally applicable to
molecules larger than 200 nucleotides. New strategies are
needed to address some of these limitations (25).
More generally, incorporation of chemical constraints
more widely into other predictive efforts, as well as extensions to assess RNA motions and functions, will likely be
productive.
Incorporating thermodynamics in addition to structural
information challenges in functional inference of RNAs

Biochemical reactivity data can also be utilized to infer
RNA functions. However, the extent of multiple conforma-

tional states and the approximations inherent in minimum
free energy functions present challenges.
This was illustrated by the work of Alain Laederach,
whose lab focuses on using SHAPE data to make quantitative
functional predictions on the translation efficiency of specific messenger RNAs (26). One continuing challenge for
broad applicability of RNA structure prediction algorithms
is the functional interpretation of those results. Although it
is often suggested that structure prediction will naturally
inform function, such relationships are not always obvious
or quantitative (27). This is particularly true in messenger
RNAs, which are not expected to adopt single conformation
but usually adopt an ensemble of conformations (26).
A quantitative model of 50 UTR-mediated translation efficiency based on analysis of the Kozak sequence strength
alone was shown to be far less accurate than a model that incorporates SHAPE-informed thermodynamic folding free
energies. These results suggest that both thermodynamics
and structural features are important for functional prediction. Furthermore, data comparing in vivo versus in vitro
SHAPE experiments suggest that the thermodynamic parameters driving RNA structure formation are not fundamentally different in vitro and in the cell. These findings
suggest new ways to make functional predictions using
computational techniques (28).
Complementary modeling of RNAs at both atomic
and coarse-grained levels
Atomistic RNA simulations have advanced from dynamics to
chemical reactivity but remain elusive in general

Impressive advances in computational platforms and simulation algorithms have made it possible to simulate RNAs at
atomic resolution. Such simulations can provide insights
into ribosome motions (29) and chemical reactivity such as
ribozyme catalysis, as recently described in Darrin York’s
lab for the twister ribozyme (30). However, issues in force
field parameterization for RNA, divalent ion modeling, and
others still plague practitioners (31,32) and are frequently
discussed in RNA meetings of modelers. These difficulties
make successful all-atom RNA simulations viable for a
select few experts who are working on well-tested systems.
Thus, reliable protocols and programs for RNA simulations
remain an important future goal in the field.
Simplified graph representations of RNA secondary
structures that provide good candidate predictions of global
RNA scaffold and present RNA design targets require
automatic generation of atomic models

Complementary to these atomic-level simulations and
modeling studies, various coarse-grained representations of
RNA (e.g., (33–37)) have been shown to be effective in
many applications, including configurational sampling, structure prediction, and RNA design. Simplified or coarse-grained
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representations of macromolecules are successful at capturing
essential features of biomolecules while making computations accessible for a variety of applications due to a drastic
reduction in the number of degrees of freedom. Historically,
united-atom presentations for proteins were used to simulate
their dynamics (e.g., McCammon et al. (38)), and recent
coarse-grained models of chromatin have provided insights
into chromatin architecture (39).
Graph models of RNAs have been developed as early as
the 1970s by Tinoco, Nussinov, Waterman, Shapiro, and
others, as reviewed in 2013 (40,41). Different graph theoretical approaches have been developed and applied to RNA
by Kim et al. (see Fig. 2 A). The advantage of graphical representations of RNA secondary structures is that all possible
motifs can be described explicitly by graph enumeration
methods (42).
The Schlick group has recently clustered all these
enumerated motifs and, using information from the solved
RNAs, predicted which among the hypothetical RNAs are
more RNA-like in overall features (43). This recent assessment has shown that such structures provide good candidates for RNA design, better than those classified as nonRNA-like.
Furthermore, practical design strategies were developed
using automatic graph partitioning methods and fragmentassembly methods. Specifically, a recently released program
and web-server called ‘‘RAG-3D’’ (44) extends the RNAAs-Graphs (RAG) catalog to 3D graphs (http://www.
biomath.nyu.edu/RAG3D/) and links solved PDB structures

to these 3D graphs (Fig. 2 A). In response to a query RNA
structure or PDB file, the RAG-3D program searches for
similar blocks in the database and partitions any solved
RNA, represented as graphs, into building blocks, or
modular units. Because each subgraph has a corresponding
known sequence (44), the pieces can be combined to build
the candidate atomic model. Previous work on this concept
proved its utility (45). Since 2014, half of the candidate
models were solved experimentally, with significant correlations in the designed sequences (43). Related partitioning of
2D graphs have also been developed using graph theoretical
methods, for tree graphs by the gap cut method, which
leaves junctions intact (46), and for dual graphs, which
can represent pseudoknots (L. Petingi and T. Schlick, Ninth
Annual International Conference on Combinatorial Optimization and Applications, COCOA ’15, Dec. 18–20 2016,
Houston, TX).
Recent work focuses on applying these partitioning and
fragment assembly elements for RNA design to structure
prediction from secondary structure using the ‘RAGTOP’
program (‘RNA-As-Graphs-Topology Prediction’ (47–49);
see Fig. 2 B). In this hierarchical graph sampling approach,
the coarse-grained representation of graphs is exploited for
efficient sampling of the associated conformational space.
Specifically, 2D graphs are made into 3D directed graphs
that incorporate sequence lengths of the loops and junctions;
a bioinformatics/data-mining tool called JunctionExplorer
is then applied to this 3D tree graph to predict initial
junction arrangements (50). This initial graph is then

FIGURE 2A RAG elements for RNA motif classification, prediction, partitioning, and design. (A)
The RAG approach for RNA representation (42)
and design (43,45) is illustrated as: 1) tree graph
of a riboswitch; 2) RAG tree graph catalog segments, organized by the second eigenvalue l2
of the connectivity matrix (Laplacian) associated
with the graph and classified by clustering into three
groups: existing (red), RNA-like (blue), and nonRNA-like (black) motifs (see http://www.biomath.
nyu.edu/rag/home for more information); 3) graph
partitioning for a riboswitch by RAG-3D (44),
which suggests modular RNA building blocks, for
which PDB structures are available; and 4) fragment
assembly of such subgraph fragments using the
modular subunits.
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FIGURE 2B RAGTOP for 3D structure prediction by a hierarchical MC sampling of tree graphs
(47–49): 1) Initial junction topology prediction; 2)
MC sampling of 3D graphs scored by a statistical
scoring function with components for bend, twist,
and radius-of-gyration; 3) clustering of generated
graphs to identify candidate graph; and 4) determination of atomic models from the candidate graph
using the fragment assembly based on RAG-3D
subgraphs. To see this figure in color, go online.

subjected to Monte Carlo sampling guided by a statistical
scoring function, defined from bend and torsion angle
orientations about loops, and a radius of gyration term.
Finally, the candidate graph or graphs (deduced from
ensemble clustering) are built into atomic models using a
fragment assembly approach. This last component is now
being automated.
Current results show promise in predicting RNA tertiary
structures by the combined approach, including using a
tailored kink-turn potential (51), extending previous results
(48,49). The junction assembly component helps bring
essential tertiary elements in space into the right orientation. The challenge to automate generation of atomic
models from graphs is being accomplished by using the
partitioning of RAG-3D and fragment assembly, as used
for design, in combination with structure refinement by
geometry optimization methods like PHENIX (19) and
all-atom force fields. The concepts are simple, but implementing the details successfully, especially in light of the
many fragments available for building RNAs, is a technical
challenge.
The above work underscores the importance of using
reduced representations to solve problems in RNA structure
and design. Chemical constraints, as implemented in the
atomic fragment-assembly approach by Tian and Das (25),
may also improve the predictions. In general, multiple ap-

proaches also contribute to our understanding of RNA architecture and assembly. As always, failures in computational
approaches reveal knowledge gaps in our basic understanding of RNAs and raise important challenges for future work.
There is also room for a combination of methods and approaches, because there is duplication of efforts in popular
areas like motif annotation and RNA structure prediction.
It will also be interesting to relate these approaches to one
another and combine them or their parts in advantageous
ways.

Large RNA challenges
Modeling large RNAs by combined experimental and
computational paradigms define promising ways to solve
large noncoding RNA structures but raise several database
and program issues

Long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) structures are recognized
as important agents in fundamental biological processes of
gene expression and are involved in splicing, development,
epigenetics, cancer, and much more. Yet only relatively few
such large RNAs, which range from 200 to more than
20,000 nucleotides, are characterized crystallographically.
As a well studied model for noncoding RNA architecture,
the group II intron provides a useful guide for developing
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approaches to infer structure and function of such large
RNAs (52).
To determine these structures and infer their functions, an
elaborate paradigm of experimental and computational strategies have been developed, as described by Pyle’s lab
(52,53) for the HOTAIR, lincRNA-p21, and RepA noncoding RNAs involved in gene silencing (see Fig. 3), and separately by Sanbonmatsu (54) for the steroid receptor lncRNA,
SRA-1. These strategies involve an iterative process of
chemical probing to infer basepairing, phylogenetic analysis
across genomes in combination with candidate 2D structures, model building with the aid of sequence alignment
methods, covariance analysis to suggest helix positions,
photo-crosslinking, and possible tertiary structure modeling
and simulations.
In the above protocols, the covariations in RNA alignments help deduce evolutionarily conserved RNA secondary structures that in turn help improve alignments and
suggest function. However, quantifying the statistical significance of basepair covariations in RNA alignments is impor-

FIGURE 3 3D model of two subdomains in lncRNA RepA. The two
spatially proximal subdomains in lncRNA RepA (shown in purple and
yellow) were modeled with RNAComposer using the experimentally
identified crosslinks as distance constraints (54). The nucleotides participating in the crosslinks are shown in purple and red. The potential tertiary
interactions between the two subdomains are represented with green
arrows. To see this figure in color, go online.
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tant for deducing evolutionary relationships. A quantitative
tool developed for this purpose by Rivas et al. (55) called
‘‘RNA Structural Covariation Above Phylogenetic Expectation’’ aims to provide such information. However, program
parameters used to infer evolutionary relationship require
caution, as too stringent criteria may obfuscate possible relationships. Thus, numerous ongoing challenges for determining the structures and functions of lncRNAs using a
combination of experimental data and computational tools
remain. Because general computational programs for secondary and tertiary structure determination are not reliable
for such large systems, it might be interesting to devise
modular implementations, of smaller components of the
long RNA molecules, that are well integrated with the available experimental data.
Conclusion
There remain many opportunities and challenges in understanding the basic biological and chemical processes of
RNA (hierarchical folding, multiple conformational states,
and functional inference), and in the associated computational approaches (2D and 3D structure prediction, clustering, atomic simulations, incorporation of biochemical
data, reduced representations, and phylogenetic analysis).
Other emerging issues occur in structure annotation (motif
enumeration, nonredundant datasets, and various issues in
RNA software) and design applications (combining structural motifs for therapeutic and technological applications,
predicting RNA-like candidate motifs, and performing
their design in silico). Many software aspects such as
differences of handling various RNA motifs by available
programs, quality checks on RNA structures, and the
availability of updated RNA databases need to be addressed by the growing RNA community. As scientists
from varied disciplines become familiar with these issues
and drawn into the inherent challenges, new collaborative
approaches and transformational technologies will undoubtedly emerge.
In particular, we have highlighted issues in structural assemblies that emerge as we grow to appreciate the flexibility
and functional versatility of RNAs. The order of folding
of RNA elements may be more complex than originally
believed, and the organization/classification of RNA secondary structure substates is an emerging challenge. Annotating RNA motifs continues to be a work in progress, both
in biological and practical terms. Namely, various motif descriptions and database approaches exist, and database updating, as well as structural accuracy and quality, are
important issues to resolve. Biochemical mapping is enjoying enhanced usage in important areas of RNA analysis,
such as structure prediction and functional inference. However, incorporating chemical reactivity data requires a better
appreciation of the complexity of the cellular environment,
especially the flexibility of RNA, echoing the above theme
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regarding our growing appreciation of the multiple conformational states of RNA. As modeling studies increase for
RNA and RNA complexes, both detailed atomic-level simulations and coarse-grained approaches emerge as valuable
and complementary. The former class can incorporate specific features such as ion and ligand binding and can help
suggest and interpret dynamics mechanisms and chemical
reactivity of RNAs. The latter approach can accelerate
conformational sampling, help identify general structural
patterns, and suggest modular motifs for intuitive RNA
design. All these issues are relevant to the challenges present in predicting structures of large RNAs. Undoubtedly,
the experimental and computational communities will
continue to work together to analyze, interpret, predict,
and design RNA molecules and their complexes and to pursue important biomedical and engineering applications.
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